Primary Sources About University of Alabama Student Life
@ Hoole Special Collections Library

Links to online finding aids and/or digitized items are given below. For items without online finding aids, contact Hoole staff at archives@ua.edu for more information. All materials are accessible during a visit to the Hoole reading room, including those that have been digitized.

Student publications


**Corolla** [yearbook] - 1893-present - digitized items at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/175

**Crimson White** [newspaper] - 1894-present - digitized items at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/177


**Open Post** [newspaper] - 1943 - Alabama Collection Box 105

**Mahout** [magazine] - 1965-1967 - digitized items at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/210

**Brigand** [magazine] - 1967 - Alabama Collection LH1.U5 B7x


**Boll Weevil** [newspaper] - 1971-1973 - Alabama Collection Box 45

**Current** [newspaper] - 1973-1974 - Alabama Collection LH1.U5 T8x

Photos & Photo Albums

**University of Alabama photo collection (2007.001)** - 1831-present - finding aid and digitized items at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/77668

**Dominique Doux Fiquet Album (2008.028)** - 1859 - digitized items at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/18364 (as Album of Friendship Collection)

**George L. Byram photograph album (2008.005)** - 1879-1881 - digitized items at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/18226
Natalie Thornton photographic album (2012.001) - 1905-1911

Walter Bryan Jones photographs (2011.004), Boxes 1-4 - 1913-1917 - finding aid and digitized items at [http://purl.lib.ua.edu/110945](http://purl.lib.ua.edu/110945)

James Harry Cowan photographs (2008.006) - 1915-1918 - digitized items at [http://purl.lib.ua.edu/18346](http://purl.lib.ua.edu/18346)

Woods Hall Student Photographs (2012.033) - early 1900s

Saul Gordon Photographic Album (2010.013) - 1930-1932

Ira Stark Photographs (2012.023) - 1930-1947

William F. Reekstin photograph albums (MSS.4113) - 1933-1935 - finding aid at [http://purl.lib.ua.edu/124305](http://purl.lib.ua.edu/124305)

Oscar D. Cully Jr. Photographs (2010.008) - mid-1930s

George Nichols Photographic Collection (2008.035) - late 1940s - digitized items at [http://purl.lib.ua.edu/37671](http://purl.lib.ua.edu/37671)

Donn Sanford photographs (2010.021) - 1956 - finding aid at [http://purl.lib.ua.edu/145270](http://purl.lib.ua.edu/145270)

James William Oakley Jr. photographs (2010.020) - 1956

Gus Robinson Photographs (2009.195) - 1956

Farries Dale Beason Photographs (2009.216) - 1963-1964

Educational Media photo collection (2008.003) - late 1960s - digitized items at [http://purl.lib.ua.edu/18400](http://purl.lib.ua.edu/18400)

Letters, Diaries, & Memoirs

O.M. Roberts reminiscences while a student of the University of Alabama (MSS.1199) - 1833 - 1836 - finding aid at [http://purl.lib.ua.edu/131231](http://purl.lib.ua.edu/131231)

Manly Family papers (MSS.0900, Series: Basil Manly Sr. 1818-1878) - 1837-1855 - finding aid and digitized items at [http://purl.lib.ua.edu/19040](http://purl.lib.ua.edu/19040)

Charles Mitchell Burford letter (MSS.0231) - 1847 - finding aid at [http://purl.lib.ua.edu/79892](http://purl.lib.ua.edu/79892)
Archibald McLauchlin Papers (MSS.0961) - 1850s - finding aid and digitized items at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/18416

William Angelo Steele letter (MSS.1347) - 1853 - finding aid at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/128045

Macon and Miles Abernathy papers (MSS.0003) - 1861-1865 - finding aid and digitized items at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/19077

James Thomas Murfee letters (MSS.1031) - 1863-1864 - finding aid and digitized items at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/18605

A University of Alabama cadet's remembrance, by James Gillespie Cowan - 1865 - Alabama Collection E586.U54 C68 1900zx

Daphne Cunningham Diaries (MSS.0385) - 1913-1914 - finding aid and digitized items at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/18973

Edna Lee Holladay diary (MSS.4044) - 1936-1939 - finding aid at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/116074

Peyton Norvell Wiggins papers (MSS.3706) - 1950-1956 - finding aid and digitized items at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/84745

Scrapbooks & Memorabilia

University of Alabama Corps of Cadets collection (MSS.0029) - 1870s-1890s - finding aid at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/79985

Hill Ferguson papers (MSS.0511) - 1890s - finding aid and digitized items at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/82793

Margaret Chenault papers (MSS.0296) - 1930-1934 - finding aid at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/81344

Eddie Carideo scrapbook (MSS.0275) - 1932-1948 - finding aid at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/81363

Daniel Swist Scrapbook (MSS.2772) - 1937-1943 - finding aid at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/19017

Janette Goldstein Blum scrapbook collection (MSS.3913) - 1930s

Nancy Stallworth Shortridge memorabilia (MSS.4161) - early 1940s - finding aid at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/129990

William Baker Flowers and Jennie Shaw Flowers University of Alabama materials (MSS.0523) - 1943-1946 - finding aid at http://purl.lib.ua.edu/84166